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Cayambis Music Press Signs Argentine Composer to Five Year Contract
Fast Growing Music Publisher Strengthens Musical Offerings

Blacksburg, VA: Today, Cayambis Music Press, a music publishing company 
specializing in classical sheet music from Latin America, announces the  incorporation of 
Argentine  composer Federico Núñez into its  growing group of international 
composers. Núñez holds a degree  in guitar performance from the  Carlos López 
Buchardo Conservatory in Buenos Aires, as well as  an advanced degree in composition 
from the National University Institute of the Arts. In addition, Federico has served as an 
artist in residence in Mexico.

Federico brings three original and exclusive compositions to the Cayambis Music Press 
catalog, including some intriguing new styles  and interesting musical configurations. 

Federico said, “I am pleased to join the Cayambis Music 
Press roster of composers and anticipate a long-term and 
successful relationship with this company.”

John Walker, owner of Cayambis Music Press, said, “I am 
gratified that Federico’s compositions were  approved by our 
editorial board, but not really surprised. From the  moment 
that we received Federico’s compositions it seemed to me 
that they exactly matched the kind of music that we  are glad 
to be able to represent.”

About Cayambis Music Press: Cayambis Music Press  is a music publisher based in 
Blacksburg, Virginia. Founded in 2013, the  company specializes in Latin American 
classical sheet music for small groups and ensembles. Currently, the company 
represents over 100 compositions by composers from 12 Latin American countries. The 
company also provides free  postings on its website about upcoming performances of 
Latin American music, as well as free resources related to the music of Latin America.
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